Fertile Question: *What can we teach the world about justice?*

**ASSESSMENT GUIDE**

The assessment item for this unit is designed to provide students with an opportunity to answer the fertile question: *How can we teach the world about justice?* The item will allow students to demonstrate the three equally weighted exit criteria found in section 8.4 of the [SAS Religion and Ethics](#) document, *Knowledge and Understanding, Processing Skills and Communication Skills*. Remember, this assessment item is a suggestion only. If you change your study plan, you must submit the changes to the Queensland Studies Authority for approval.

**TASK:** “Be the change you wish to see in the world.” Ghandi.

Choose an issue of justice that you feel passionate about. Create an advertising campaign or pitch that will motivate people to want to change their attitudes and behaviours about the issue.

The campaign must include scriptural themes or messages of justice and reflect the relevant principles of Catholic Social Teaching: dignity of the human person, stewardship, solidarity and subsidiarity etc.

Suggested process:

1. **Be informed:** Construct research questions and research the issue. **Be sure to include:** why the chosen issue is an issue of justice, the associated Catholic social teachings and scriptural themes or messages of justice, a short summary and review of the actions of the major organisations already involved with the issue.

2. **Be creative:** Choose the audience that you will be advertising to. Choose the method that you will use to teach the world (your intended audience) about the chosen justice issue. Some examples are: a website, QR, Facebook page, T Shirt design, song, rap, artwork, bus poster campaign or a combination of these.

   If you choose to design a web page, register for Wix, a free flash based web page builder at [http://www.wix.com/](http://www.wix.com/). Read the support for starting from scratch on the Wix website and other step by step instructions on how to build a website. Examine the featured websites on the Wix site for ideas.

3. **Be engaged:** Present your campaign to the appropriate audience.

4. **Be reflective:** Prepare tools for reflection to be used to determine the effectiveness of your advertising campaign.
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Useful websites for how to [evaluate a source](#) and [general research tips](#) from Monash University and the Victorian State Library.